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ABOUT

AMERICAN WHITE OAK

Here are some interesting fact about the white oak species:
Color/Appearance: Heartwood is a light to medium brown, commonly with
an olive cast. Nearly white to light brown sapwood is not always sharply
demarcated from the heartwood. Quarter sawn sections display prominent
ray fleck patterns. Conversely, Red Oak tends to be slightly redder, but is by
no means a reliable method of determining the type of oak.

All solid oak shelves, worktops and window sills
are made from solid kiln dried American white
oak and each product is custom made to order.
Shelving & worktops possible up to 3.0m long and
1.1m wide, enables large projects to be catered
for. This brochure displays some of the products
available.

Common Name(s): White Oak
Scientific Name: Quercus alba
Distribution: Eastern United States
Tree Size: 65-85 ft (20-25 m) tall,
3-4 ft (1-1.2 m) trunk diameter
Average Dried Weight: 47 lbs/ft3 (755 kg/m3)
Janka Hardness: 1,350 lbf (5,990 N)
Crushing Strength: 7,370 lbf/in2 (50.8 MPa)
Shrinkage: Radial: 5.6%, Tangential: 10.5%

Grain/Texture: Grain is straight, with a coarse, uneven texture.
Rot Resistance: Rated as very durable; frequently used in boatbuilding and
tight cooperage applications.
Workability: Can react with iron (particularly when wet) and cause staining
and discoloration. Responds well to stains and finishes well
Odor: Has a tell-tale smell that is common to most oaks. Most find it
appealing.
Common Uses: Cabinetry, furniture, interior trim, flooring, boatbuilding,
barrels, and veneer.
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FINISH
OPTIONS

A full colour and finishing range
is available with all solid oak
shelving, worktop and window sill
products and each piece is
carefully treated by hand.
Choose from a wax, oil, Lacquer
or untreated if required. Our
finishing product brands are
Briwax/Rustins and Osmo Oil is
available on request.
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ANTIQUE PINE WAX

TUNG OIL

TEAK OIL

DANISH OIL

OAK LACQUER

CLEAR LACQUER

WALNUT WOOD DYE

MEDIUM OAK WOOD DYE

LIGHT OAK WOOD DYE

EBONY WOOD DYE

DARK OAK WOOD DYE

WALNUT WAX

TUDOR OAK WAX

TEAK WAX

SPANISH MAHOGANY WAX

RUSTIC PINE WAX

MEDIUM OAK WAX

MEDIUM BROWN WAX

JACOBEAN WAX

DARK OAK WAX

CLEAR OAK WAX

CUSTOM
EDGE PROFILES

ROUND OVER EDGE

ROMAN OGEE EDGE

SQUARE EDGE

SQUARE CORNERS

ROUND CORNERS

PENCIL TOP EDGE

CHAMFER CORNERS

FEATHERED CORNERS

OVOLO EDGE

OGEE EDGE

CHAMFER TOP EDGE

CHAMFER T+B EDGE

PENCIL T+B EDGE

BULLNOSE EDGE

Solid oak shelving products are
available with a wide range of
edge profiles and corners
providing a match for most
modern and traditional furniture.
Custom shapes and profiles can
be added to shelving, worktops
and window sills.
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OAK SHELVING
OAK FLOATING SHELF
EBONY SET
This solid oak floating shelf set can
be finished in any colour to match
and shown here in black ebony
highlighting the beautiful grain in
the oak. A nice modern feature for
large walls and suitable for any
room in the home or office. The set
has square edges and corners and
supplied as a set of three. Available
in various lengths and with a choice
of fixings.
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OAK FLOATING SHELF
CORNER SET
Oak floating shelves are made from
100% solid American white and
shown here as a corner set finished in
Danish oil. Useful in small kitchens,
bathrooms and bedrooms and popular
in the office too. Available as a set of
five with optional edge profiles, shelf
sets can be made to suit your style
requirements.
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OAK CORNER SHELF
The corner shelf set shown
here with clear wax finish.
Solid oak corner shelves are
available up to 900mm deep
with any edge profile and there
are four styles to choose from.
Can be installed in any room
using traditional fixings or for a
modern look choose the
concealed shelf supports.
Available separately or as a set.
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OAK BATHROOM SHELF SET
Made from real solid oak the bathroom
set has great modern style and shows
off all the character in the oak. The
set is shown here finished in clear oil
and consists of large shelf, small shelf,
mirror and worktop, all available
separately. Popular with en-suites the
worktop can be supplied with concealed fixings for a floating effect or
mounted on a basin unit of your
choice.
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Chrome Brackets

OAK WALL SHELF
Traditional wall shelves are very popular and
work well on plasterboard walls where a
floating shelf may not be an option. Only
quality oak is used and shown here with a
Danish oil finish and with three bracket styles
to choose from. Chrome brackets, modern
oak, or a traditional oak. Available in a range
of sizes to suit.
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Traditional Brackets

Modern Brackets
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OAK CORBEL SHELF

Curved Corbel Shelf
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The traditional corbel shelf has three corbel
designs to choose from with modern square
shelf edges as standard. Available with a
choice of profiles and finish colours the
corbel shelf can be matched to most room
styles. Popular for use as a mantel shelf but
works well as a wall shelf in any room.
Corbels are supplied with concealed fixings
for easy installation.

Traditional Corbel Shelf

Heart Corbel Shelf
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OAK CUBE SHELF SET
Solid oak cubes pictured here
as a complete set with an
oiled finish. Also available
separately the cube set
comprises large cube, two
small cubes and a chunky
floating shelf. The set fits in
well in any modern setting,
and can be used in any room
in the home for trophies,
pictures, ornaments or a
lamp. The set can be
arranged in any position to
allow awkward shapes to be
displayed in or on the cubes.
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OAK FLOATING SHELF
By far the most popular shelf is
the solid American white oak
floating shelf . With excellent grain
detail the shelf has unique
character and can be used on any
solid wall in any room. With a full
choice of fixings, edge profiles
and colour finishes to choose from
the range offers a match for
almost any style required. Floating
shelves are available in standard
and made to measure sizes.
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OAK ALCOVE SHELF
The alcove shelf has been a popular choice
for many years, the shelf set is available in
standard sizes and a made to measure
service can be arranged. Mostly used with
a matching oak strip batten support,
however the alcove shelf can also be
supplied as a floating shelf if required. Any
size opening can be accommodated and
just add edge profiles and finishing to
create a quality alcove shelf system.
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OAK RADIATOR SHELF
Radiator shelves come with a range of
options and for safety the round corners
and edges are very popular. Most profile
edges are available as well as square &
chamfer corners. Radiator shelves are
supplied with a choice of fixings and for an
easy installation with no drilling of the wall
we offer the 'slide behind' radiator bracket,
but for a more solid fix the concealed shelf
support is also available.
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OAK BRUSHED SHELF
For something slightly rustic the
brushed American oak shelf fits well
with most room styles and can be used
anywhere in the home or office. The
shelf has a gently brushed grain with
slightly distressed edges adding
character to the oak while maintaining
a modern look. Dark colours work best
on the brushed shelf but can be
finished with any colour and can be
supplied with a range of fixings to suit.
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OAK RECLAIMED SHELF
The Reclaimed shelf has a very rustic
finish, while sanded smooth, still
shows original featured such as saw
markings, chiselled features and
occasional mortise holes. The
reclaimed shelf is brushed to raise the
grain before sanding over to remove
the sharpness creating a wonderful
finished appearance. Dark colours work
best with the reclaimed shelf and
Tudor oak is a favourite.
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OAK WORKTOPS

OAK WORKTOP FULL STAVE
Oak full stave worktops are available in all sizes and lengths up to 3.0m
long. The worktop has full length stave widths of 90-145mm for a
superior look using carefully selected oak boards for a consistent finish.
Suitable for kitchen worktops, breakfast bars, island units, desks and
shelving the oak worktop can be supplied to any size requirements.
Edge profiles, finishing and matching up stands also available.
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OAK

WINDOW
SILLS
OAK BAY WINDOW
A made to measure service is offered on
bay windows and all sizes can be accommodated. With just a standard edge, a
lipped edge or a cut out, bay window sills
can be supplied to suit your requirements.
up to 3m long and depths up to 1.1m.
Matching panels and ceiling kits available
on bay windows.
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OAK WINDOW BOARD
The standard window board is available in
lengths up to 3m long and can be cut down to
any size. Face sanded and with optional treatment, colours and edge profiles to choose from.
The window sill also has a wide choice of depths
and can be custom made to measure.
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FIXINGS & BRACKETS
SHELF BRACKET (MODERN OAK) 35x35mm solid oak square section
and available in sizes to suit shelf depths of 145-300mm.
Each bracket will hold up to 10kg.

SHELF BRACKET (TRADITIONAL OAK) 20x40mm solid oak section and
available in sizes to suit shelf depths of 145-300mm.
Each bracket will hold up to 10kg.

SHELF BRACKET (CHROME) Chrome plated steel and suitable for shelf

depths of 250-300mm.
Each bracket will hold up to 15kg.
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SHELF SUPPORT (Standard 12mm) Made from steel with adjustment
+/- 3mm. Suitable for shelf depths of 95-300mm. Each support will hold up to
10kg at 150mm shelf depth.

SHELF SUPPORT (Adjustable 14mm Triade) Made from steel &

alloy and fully adjustable in all directions. Fix directly to the wall or use with
the optional shelf support bracket. Suitable for shelf depths of 185-300mm.
Each support will hold up to 15kg at 185mm shelf depth.

SHELF SUPPORT BRACKET (for use with 14mm Triade) Provides

extra strength for the triade shelf support if required. Made from steel and
locates into the wall with a steel pin via a drilled hole and fixes with wall screws,
triade shelf support can then be fixed to the wall bracket to give optimum
support and also prevent tipping.

SHELF SUPPORT (Heavy Duty 16mm rebar) Made from 16mm solid
steel bar. Suitable for shelf depths of 145-500mm. Each support will hold up to
25kg at 150mm shelf depth. Supplied with resin. Permanent bond.
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TREATMENT & FINISHING
DANISH OIL - Danish Oil is uniquely formulated and is suitable for hard and soft wood. With an easy
to use wipe on finish, Danish Oil brings out the beauty of the timber and gives a natural,
open-grained, low-lustre finish.
Usages: Ideal for all interior and exterior bare wood, doors, joinery, garden and indoor furniture.
Maintenance: Intermittent re-oiling for interior wood may be required. Just clean surface with
White Spirit and apply oil. For exterior wood, re-oiling should take place at least once a year to
keep the wood sealed.
TUNG OIL - Pure Tung Oil will give a hard wearing finish, with good infiltration into all types of timber
without leaving a film. A purely natural non-toxic oil, free from solvent. With its special properties,
Pure Tung Oil is suitable for kitchen work surfaces, chopping boards and interior woodwork, safe for
use in contact with food. Pure Tung Oil is highly resistant to water, alcohol and food stuff stains.
Usages: Ideal for all interior and exterior bare wood, doors, joinery, garden and indoor furniture.
Maintenance: Intermittent re-oiling for interior wood may be required. Just clean surface with White
Spirit and apply oil. For exterior wood, re-oiling should take place at least once a year to keep the
wood sealed.
TEAK OIL - Teak Oil is based on special vegetable oils and resins to give a quick drying penetrating seal
to Teak, Cedar and all bare wood. Easily applied with a brush or cloth. Gives an attractive sheen on
interior and exterior surfaces.
Usages: Ideal for all interior and exterior bare wood, doors, joinery, garden and indoor furniture.
Maintenance: Periodic re-oiling is required. For use outdoors re-oiling should be carried out annually.
Clean surfaces before re-oiling using white spirit.
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OSMO OIL - Osmo Oil is a unique formula of oils and waxes designed for the natural treatment of

wooden floors, doors, shelves, furniture and many other internal joinery projects leaving a quality finish.
Osmo Polyx Oil hard wax oil matt/satin is designed to penetrate, protect and enhances the natural
beauty of the wood, leaving a flexible, micro porous, lightly waxed finish. It protects against normal
household liquids including water, wine, beer, tea, coffee and many more, yet still leaving the wood with
a natural look and feel that won't peel, flake or crack like a varnish may do.
Usages: Ideal for all interior bare wood, doors, joinery and indoor furniture.
Maintenance: Periodic re-oiling is required. Clean surfaces before re-oiling using white spirit.

BRIWAX -

Briwax Original is a blend of Beeswax and Carnauba waxes and gives an instant natural
sheen to bare wood. Briwax is ideal for use on shelving, bookcases, wood carvings and turned wood,
floors, skirting boards and doors. It is widely used in the pine furniture industry and works very well on
oak.
Usages: Ideal for all interior bare wood, doors, joinery and indoor furniture.
Maintenance: The renowned Briwax finish can be maintained by further applications, giving increased
hardness and shine.

LACQUER Lacquer gives a hard wearing sealed surface and waterproofs. Water-based self-cross
linking acrylic emulsion. The varnish looks milky-white whilst liquid but dries to a hard, durable transparent finish, resistant to water and alcohol. Available in Gloss or Satin finish.
Usages: Ideal for all interior bare wood, doors, joinery and indoor furniture.
Maintenance: The surface can be cleaned as required with a mild detergent solution, do not use
aggressive cleaning products. Re-coat the varnish as necessary, after cleaning and lightly sanding the
surface.
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Oak Store Direct Ltd
Station Road
Shipley
West Yorkshire
BD18 2JL
Email: sales@oakstoredirect.com
Web: www.oakstoredirect.com

